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ABSTRACT

We have developed an analytical method for mixed lubrication in order to predict presence/absence, location, and magnitude of solid contact under any operational conditions of a rotary compressor bearing. This analytical method provides a solution by coupling a modified Reynolds equation and an elastic contact equation in consideration of surface roughness, also considering elastic deformation of a surface of a bearing.

In this paper, we present an example of an application of the analysis providing our finding in that an effect of surface roughness on a lubrication characteristic of the bearing has been known. In addition, we present an effect of improving the lubrication characteristic, when a surrounding groove is made on the bearing to deform easily the bearing surface. Furthermore, we mention a degree of occurrence of solid contact, when lubrication oil viscosity is reduced.

1. INTRODUCTION

A rotary compressor used for a recent heat-pump system is operated under higher pressure because of use of an environment-friendly refrigerant, such as R410A and CO₂. Additionally, its operating speed varies more widely by an inverter control to save energy. As a result, a lubrication condition of the bearing becomes severe. In particular, in a low speed region where an ability of forming a fluid lubrication film is low, a local mixed lubrication occurs frequently. The mixed lubrication condition causes increase in friction loss of the bearing. In the worst case, a compressor breaks down because of wear-out or seizing-up of the bearing. Therefore, in order to keep reliability and high performance, it is need to predict the characteristics of such a mixed lubrication accurately in the design phase by numerical analysis.

From the background stated above, we have developed a method for analyzing mixed lubrication of the rotary compressor bearing. We describe below an outline of this analytical method and findings obtained from the results of the analysis.

2. LUBRICATION CONDITION OF ROTARY COMPRESSOR BEARING

Fig. 1 shows the mechanism of a rotary compressor for applying the present analysis. This compressor has two compression chambers, and compression is operated alternately with a phase difference of 180 degrees⁹¹². The crankshaft which drives rolling pistons is supported by journal bearings positioned over and under the compression chambers. The crankshaft is acted with gas loads and imbalanced loads to cause bending deformation and, thus, has a tendency to tilt in the bearing resulting in thinning a lubrication oil film in an end of the bearing. As a
As shown in Fig. 2, a surrounding groove is made on the bearing in order to acquire easy elastic deformation of a bearing surface against a tilted crankshaft. If the lubrication oil film is thinned, as shown in Fig. 3, solid contact may appear in fluid lubrication film. This status is called mixed lubrication. According to an increase in a proportion of solid contact, friction loss of the bearing increases. When a further increase in the proportion of solid contact exceeds a limit, surface injury occurs to result in breakdown of the compressor. Consequently, if presence/absence, location, and magnitude of solid contact can be known, the compressor can be prevented a failure, and has high performance operation maintained.

### 3. ANALYSIS FOR MIXED LUBRICATION

#### 3.1 Governing equations

The bearing load \( W \) can be divided between the oil film load and the solid contact load. Therefore, \( W \) is equal to the value obtained by integrating the oil film pressure \( p \) and the solid contact pressure \( p_c \).

\[
W - \iint pds - \iint p_c ds = 0
\]  

(1)

Where, \( W \): bearing load, \( p \): oil film pressure, \( p_c \): solid contact pressure, \( s \): bearing area. The second term of the left side is reaction force \( R_l \) by the lubrication oil film and the third term is reaction force \( R_d \) of the solid contact part. Oil film pressure \( p \) is calculated from a Patir-Cheng’s modified Reynolds equation (3,4) in consideration of the effect of surface roughness.

\[
\frac{\partial}{R_f^2 \partial \theta} \left( \Phi_p \frac{\partial p}{\mu \partial \theta} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \Phi_z \frac{\partial p}{\mu \partial z} \right) = 6 \frac{U}{R_f} \frac{\partial h_T}{\partial \theta} + 12 \frac{\partial h_T}{\partial t}
\]  

(2)

Where, \( \Phi_p \) and \( \Phi_z \): correction factor of a pressurized flow in \( \theta \) and \( z \) directions, \( h_T \): mean oil film thickness, \( h_f \): local oil film thickness, \( \mu \): viscosity coefficient of the lubricating oil, \( R_f \) and \( U \): a radius of crankshaft and a peripheral velocity, respectively. Here, local film thickness \( h_T \) is calculated by introducing equation (3) and error function theory.

In addition, in a bearing of a compressor, elastic deformation of the bearing surface is considered. If it is assumed that deformation amount is \( \delta \) and radial clearance between the bearing and the crankshaft is \( c \), mean film thickness \( \overline{h} \) is expressed by the following equation.

\[
\overline{h} = c - x \cos \theta - y \sin \theta + \delta
\]  

(3)

An amount of elastic deformation \( \delta \) is, as shown in the following section, calculated by finite-element method after dividing a whole of the bearing by using a three-dimensional solid element. On the other hand, solid contact pressure \( p_c \) is calculated by applying an approximate expression (5) based on Greenwood and Tripp’s elastic contact theory (6) for a surface roughness projection.

\[
p_c = 4.4086 \times 10^{-5} k_c E' \left( 4 - \frac{\overline{h}}{\sigma} \right)^{6.804}
\]  

(4)

Where, \( k_c \): a surface roughness constant according to a shape, \( E' \): a composite Young's modulus of the crankshaft and the bearing, \( \sigma \): root- mean-square value of roughness of two surfaces.

Finally, numerical solution is deduced by applying the above-mentioned governing equations to make a balance in equation (1).

#### 3.2 Analytical model of compressor bearing

A bearing (hereafter lower bearing) mounted on a lower position of the rotary compressor is analyzed in the present paper. Table 1 shows a pressure condition, a size, lubrication oil viscosity and physical property values, respectively. Moreover, effect of surface roughness was examined by analyzing surface roughness of the bearing and crankshaft by 2 species, i.e., \( R_{rms} = 0.21 \ \mu m \) and \( 0.084 \ \mu m \). \( R_{rms} = 0.21 \ \mu m \) is a real measurement value before the operation and \( R_{rms} = 0.084 \ \mu m \) is a real measurement value after the running-in operation for comparison to know the effect of improving the lubrication characteristic by the running-in operation. Fig.4 shows the finite element models (7) of the bearing with the surrounding groove (a) and without the surrounding groove (b) used in this analysis. Under such the condition, the mixed lubrication analysis was carried out by using a rotation frequency as a parameter and by changing from 9 to 90Hz.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Effect of surface roughness

For the lower bearing, which has the surrounding groove, two surface roughness statuses of an initial operational period and a period after the running-in operation were analyzed. Fig. 5 shows the change of an oil film load and a solid contact load at 15-Hz rotation frequency during one cycle. (a) and (b) represent the initial operational period and the period after the running-in operation, respectively. Figs. 6 and 7 show the oil film pressure distribution and the solid contact surface pressure distribution at a 252-degree crank angle.

As known from Fig. 5, distinct solid contact takes place in the initial operational period in crank angles ranging from 210 to 330-degree and a solid contact load reaches 200N in a maximum. In contrast, it can be known that solid contact disappears after the running-in operation maintaining nearly a hydrodynamic lubrication condition. Reduced surface roughness improved an ability of fluid lubrication film formation, and reduced contact between projections.

Subsequently, as known from Figs. 6 and 7, in the initial operational period, the contact surface pressure distributes in a wide range and a peak of the contact surface pressure is higher than that of an oil film pressure. The solid contact force near the end part was generated by reduced thickness of the oil film around the end part by tilt of the crankshaft. On the other hand, after the running-in operation, the oil film pressure increases resulting in almost perfect disappearance of solid contact to cause reduction of a risk of wear-out and seizing-up.

Fig. 8 shows the analysis results of the solid contact force in two surface roughness statuses by using the rotation frequency as the parameter. From this figure, it can be known that the hydrodynamic lubrication condition can be maintained up to a low speed region by the running-in operation. In other words, it can be also known that using at a severe condition starting from the running-in operation requires surface processing of the crankshaft or the bearing to be able to improve initial affinity.

4.2 Effect of the surrounding groove

Description given below is of the result of examination of the presence/absence of the surrounding groove at the lower bearing end. The surface roughness status was calculated for values after the running-in operation. Figs. 9 and 10 each show the oil film pressure distribution and the solid contact surface pressure distribution in the 252-degree crank angle at 15-Hz rotation frequency.

As known from Fig. 9, in the bearing without the surrounding groove, solid contact occurred in the end part in the side of a compression chamber. The peak of the contact surface pressure is 30 times or more as high as that of the oil film pressure. In contrast, in the bearing with the surrounding groove, as known from Fig. 10, the oil film pressure becomes high and almost no solid contact can be observed. This is because the surrounding groove causes elastic deformation around the end part and because the clearance widens to leave from the crankshaft. The same factor causes for that solid contact occurs not in the end part but in the part near a bottom of the surrounding groove made in a small distance from the end part.

Fig. 11 shows the result of the analysis of the solid contact force for cases of presence/absence of the surrounding groove by using the rotation frequency as the parameter. It can be known that making the surrounding groove prevents occurrence of solid contact in a low speed range. As mentioned above, applying the present analytical method allows predicting the operational range which provides the effect of the surrounding groove.

4.3 Effect of lubrication oil viscosity

In this section, the results are presented for analysis of an effect of lubrication oil viscosity in the lower bearing with the surrounding groove. The surface roughness status is calculated by using values obtained after the running-in operation. Fig. 12 displays a relation between the lubrication oil viscosity and the solid contact force in 15-Hz and 30-Hz rotation frequencies. As known from this figure, the solid contact occurs in low viscosity region, and a further decrease of the viscosity increases the solid contact force. As stated above, a risky operation region can be decided by this analysis, when the lubrication oil viscosity is reduced due to the oil temperature rising and the refrigerant mixing.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In a rotary compressor bearing, elastic deformation of a bearing surface is considered, an analytical method for mixed lubrication has been developed to allow understanding solid contact, and the following findings were obtained by this analytical method.

1. When the surface roughness of the bearing is optimally smoothed in the running-in operation, an ability of fluid lubrication film formation is improved, and hydrodynamic lubrication range is widened on the bearing surface.
2. When a surrounding groove is made on the bearing, elastic deformation takes place around an end part, where solid contact occurs easily, to realize remarkable reduction of a peak of the contact surface pressure and enlargement of the hydrodynamic lubrication range.
3. A solid contact between the crankshaft and the bearing occurs in low viscosity region. The critical viscosity for keeping the hydrodynamic lubrication without solid contact can be found by this analysis.

We are using the present analytical method for the optimization of the bearing design and determination of allowable operating conditions of new development models. In the future, we continue to develop compressors having high reliability and high performance by using the present analytical method.
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Fig. 2. Flexible structure of lower bearing end

Fig. 3. Mixed lubrication status of bearing surface

Table 1. Analysis conditions
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</tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
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Fig. 4. Finite element models of lower bearing
Fig. 5. Variations of oil film load and contact load during 1 cycle

Fig. 6. Pressure distributions on lower bearing in initial operation

Fig. 7. Pressure distributions on lower bearing after running-in

Fig. 8. Improvement of bearing lubrication at low operating speed
Fig. 9. Pressure distributions on lower bearing without surrounding groove

Fig. 10. Pressure distributions on lower bearing with surrounding groove
Fig. 11. Improvement of bearing lubrication by making surrounding groove

Fig. 12. Relation between lubrication oil viscosity and solid contact load